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Abstract. Networked and local data exploration systems that
use command languages, menus, or form ® ll-in interfaces rarely
give users an indication of the distribution of data. This often
leads users to waste time, posing queries that have zero-hit or
mega-hit results. Query previews are a novel visual approach
for browsing databases. Query previews supply users with data
distribution information for selected attributes of the database,
and give continuous feedback about the size of the result set as
the query is being formed. Subsequent re® nements might be
necessary to narrow the search. As there is a risk that query
previews are an additional step, leading to a more complex and
slow search process, a within-subjects empirical study was ran
with 12 subjects who used interfaces with and without query
previews and with minimized network delays. Even with 12
subjects and minimized network delays statistically signi® cant
diVerences were found, showing that query previews could
speed up performance 1.6 to 2.1 times and lead to higher user
satisfaction.

1. Introduction

Exploring information from databases has always

been an important research topic in human-computer

interaction. Rapid evolution of networked databases and

the amount, type, and format of the data in networked or

local databases make problems even more challenging.
Examples of database exploration on the World Wide

Web include ® nding restaurants, homes, employees,

jobs, or documents. Users typically enter attribute

values to a form ® ll-in interface that has text entry

® elds (Shneiderman et al. 1997). This form ® ll-in

approach requires the explicit submission of a form to
a search engine with three typical results:

· a small set of records that users can look at easily.

· a huge set (mega hit) of related or unrelated
records that is burdensome to browse.

· zero hits.

Users wish for the ® rst result. Nobody wants to

browse a huge set of records, only a few of which might

be relevant to their needs. Even worse, the case of zero

hits lead users to think that they have done something
wrong (without any indication of whether a spelling

mistake or lack of data is causing the problem). Often,

the time of the users, as well as network and processing

resources, are wasted.

A common problem is that the interface that is
supposed to guide users to a reasonable result confuses

them. The system takes control away from users for long

periods of time and does not provide guidance that leads

to a successful result. Researchers are exploring
improved methods for more eYcient browsing of

databases. The Rabbit system, by Williams and the

work of Heppe, Edmondson and Spence were early

demonstrations of the bene® ts of progressive querying

(Williams 1984, Heppe et al. 1985). Other systems show

relevance of results and propose a user interface
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solution, for example Veerasamy and Navathe used

histograms, and Hearst used TileBars to visually present

relevance of results to the terms used in the query

(Hearst 1995, Veerasamy and Navathe 1995). WebTOC
uses a hierarchical outliner with bar graph presentations

to preview the size and type of items within each branch

(Nation et al. 1997). Eick proposes to augment sliders of

visualization systems with density plots or bar charts
(Eick 1994).

Dynamic queries use a direct manipulation approach

to facilitate query formulation with a visual representa-

tion of query components and results (Williamson and

Shneiderman 1992, Ahlberg and Shneiderman 1994,

Shneiderman 1994). They allow rapid, incremental and

reversible control of the query. Results are presented
visually in less than one-tenth of a second (Shneiderman

1994). Continuous feedback guides users in their query

formulation. Figure 1 shows an example dynamic query

interface. The application of dynamic querying to

general querying environments (i.e. networked) is
promising. But high system-resource demands make

dynamic querying less applicable to large or networked

information collections. Dynamic queries require im-

mediate access to data (i.e. in local memory cells) so that

continuous immediate feedback (in less than one-tenth

of a second) is always given to the user. One solution to

this problem is to use data aggregation in tandem with
dynamic queries (Goldstein and Roth 1994). Another

solution might be to use overviews (North et al. 1996)

and divide the bigger problem into several smaller

problems, as in query previews (Doan et al. 1996,
Plaisant et al. 1999). The paradigm of query previews is

to give an overview of the database to users before the

details are visualized. It divides the querying process

into steps to reduce the resource needs for forming the

® nal query. Hence, a smaller and more interesting

portion of a larger data set can be downloaded to a local

memory cell from the network.
These principles were applied in the development of a

two-phase query strategy (preview and re® nement) for

NASA’ s Earth Observing System Data Information

System (EOSDIS) (Plaisant et al. 1999). This strategy is

now available as an experimental interface (Greene et al.
1999) for the Global Change Master Directory

(gcmd.nasa.gov) and is the basis for the Global Land

Cover Facility interfaces (glcf.umiacs.umd.edu).
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Figure 1. A sample dynamic query interface: Spot® re (www.spot® re.com) showing the distribution of heavy metals over Sweden.
The widgets on the right, as well as the coordinate menus on the top left and bottom right, are used to de® ne queries. The data is
presented in a star® eld display, shown here as a map of Sweden. The total number of hits is displayed at the bottom of the interface.
As users manipulate the sliders, results are continuously updated in the star® eld display. Details of a selected item from the star® eld
are shown in the bottom right window.



1.1. Two-phase query strategy

For the two-phase approach, the designer has to

choose a few discriminating attributes of the database
Ð usually the most commonly usedÐ for the ® rst phase,

which is the query preview. The other attributes are kept

for the second phase that will include all of the

attributes. When the querying environment is activated
the query preview appears ® rst. Users make some

decisions on this ® rst interface and then move to the

second one, the query re® nement, to complete the query.

1.1.1. Query preview: The query preview uses rough

values on the data that is being explored. It shows the

discriminating attributes of the database so that any
selection would lead to a smaller subset of the database.

In order to guide users in the query formulation process,

the query preview provides aggregate information about

the database. Distribution of data over attribute values

is shown graphically (e.g. as a pie or a bar chart). When
users select a value on any of the attributes of the query

preview panel, the rest of the user interface (e.g. the

bars) is updated in less than one second. This is called

tight coupling. Therefore, for each action users take,

feedback is given immediately. As users see the potential
size of their result set before re® ning the rough ranges,

they are less likely to submit queries that return zero or

mega hits. The system load will be reduced if users do

not waste their time with zero hit queries or consume

network and computing resources in downloading and

® nding useless results.
While dynamic queries require all the attribute values

of every record of the database to be downloaded from

the network, query previews only need aggregate

information about the data. The distribution informa-

tion is represented as a multidimensional table that can
be kept in the main memory of both the client and the

server computers. Each cell of this table represents a

count of the database records corresponding to that cell

of the table. The size of the table is independent of the

size of the database. The counts are incremented
(decremented) with each insertion (deletion) to the

database. Only a few pre-selected attributes of the data

are used in the query preview interface. Thus, this table

can be easily downloaded over the network.

Figures 2 and 3 show a query preview interface using

the three most commonly used attributes of the Global
Change Master Directory (topic, time and area). The

distribution of data over these attributes is shown with

bar charts and the result set size is displayed in the result

bar at the bottom.

1.1.2. Query re® nement: If needed, the query preview

phase can be followed by a query re® nement phase,

which may be implemented as a dynamic query inter-

face, to further re® ne the query. At the re® nement

phase, when a desired ® nal result set size is obtained, the

results can be retrieved from a (remote) database. Other
types of user-interfaces for the re® nement phase are also

possible (i.e. form ® ll-in, menus, etc).

1.2. Motivation for empirical study

Since query previews add another phase to query

formulation, there is a possibility that user performance

would deteriorate and that users would be annoyed by a

two-phase approach. Also, query previews focus atten-

tion on only a few selected attributes that may not be
useful in some queries. During demonstrations at NASA

or to dozens of colleagues and visitors, it seemed

obvious to enthusiastic observers that the preview was

useful. They would often also rightly observe that the

query preview is not useful at all times (e.g. a string
search or form ® ll-in is probably best when you know

the name of what you want). This study attempts to

verify and quantify the bene® ts of query previews and

measure the subjective user preferences. The hope is that

the query previews guide users in forming queries and
will help them rapidly narrow down the search space to

a manageable size.

Before the study, it became apparent that the

variations in network delays could introduce a problem.

Therefore, for better control, this study was conducted

in a non-networked environment. This corresponds to
the worst case for query previews and any time

advantage of query previews in our study corresponds

to a larger advantage in a networked environment with

delays. Section two describes the study and section three

gives the results. Section four discusses the outcomes
and section ® ve concludes with suggestions for research-

ers and practitioners.

2. User study methods

2.1. Introduction

Task types that would put query previews into their

best and worst situation were identi® ed so that the

maximum bene® ts and drawbacks of this technique
could be quanti® ed.

Clearly speci® ed tasks have a straightforward and an

accurate de® nition (known-item search), e.g. `List all the

Maryland employees from the employee database’ .

Query previews have no bene® ts for this task. In this
case, users want to see the result list regardless of the type

of this list. For this case and in general for clearly speci® ed
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tasks the relevance of the query preview attributes to the

query is not an in¯ uential factor since users are best
served by going directly to the form ® ll-in interface (tasks

of this worst case scenario are named as T1 tasks).

Unclearly speci® ed tasks usually require a series of

submissions. User’s constraints and preferences cannot

be stated immediately. Information gained from the

query previews will in¯ uence their series of choices, so
query previews could be very useful. But the relevance of

the attributes used in the query preview will impact the

usefulness of the user interface. Imagine that a user is

looking for some software engineers from the Washing-

ton, DC area using an employee database. If the query
preview shows the number of employees per state and

some other attribute values of the database such as the

age distribution, then the preview is only partially

relevant to the task (middle case scenario: T2). On the

other hand, if the query preview shows the number of

employees per state and their job types, then the query
preview becomes fully relevant (best case scenario: T3).

Because of the growth of public access to online

databases, users often confront large amounts of data

that is novel to them, in terms of content, size,

distribution, data attributes, etc. For example, users of

the US Census Bureau and the IBM patent databases
are unlikely to know the years covered or the dominant

themes of the data. The task types T2 and T3 target to

represent such exploratory queries.

The three task types in the study varied in terms of

their clarity of the speci® cations they have and in terms
of their degree of relevance of the attributes they used to

the query preview attributes. In this study, twelve

subjects performed this varied set of tasks, once by

using an interface that included a query preview and
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Figure 2. An example query preview developed at the Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory, for NASA Global Change
Master Directory. Topic, Year, and Area are the discriminating attributes for the 4407 scienti® c data sets of the NASA archives. In
this screen shot, the bars show the overview of the data distribution. Recent versions of this interface are available at the Global
Change Master Directory (gcmd.nasa.gov).



followed by a form ® ll-in interface and once by only

using a form ® ll-in interface. The task completion times

and the subjective preferences of the twelve subjects

were measured.

2.2. Hypothesis

The hypotheses were: (1) For clearly speci® ed tasks

(T1), adding the query preview step will lead to slower
task performance; (2) For unclearly speci® ed tasks (T2

and T3), the addition of a query preview step will lead to

faster performance; and (3) Users will always prefer

query preview interfaces.

The independent variable was the user interface type
and the treatments were:

· Form ® ll-in interface with a query preview.

· Form ® ll-in interface without a query preview.

The two interfaces were examined using the three

types of tasks that are de® ned as follows.

· T1: Clearly speci® ed tasks in which the query

preview attributes are not relevant to the task.

· T2: Unclearly speci® ed tasks in which some of the

query preview attributes are relevant to the task.

· T3: Unclearly speci® ed tasks in which all of the

query preview attributes are relevant to the task.

The dependent variables were the time to complete the

tasks in each interface (not including setup times) and

the subjective preferences of the users.

2.3. Subjects

Twelve computer science graduate students were used

as subjects. All of them use computers almost every day
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Figure 3. When users select attribute values (e.g. here atmosphere for topics and Europe for area), the bars are updated
immediately to re¯ ect the new distribution of the data that satis® es the query. When users are satis® ed with their initial query, the
results can be retrieved or the query can be re® ned with additional attributes. In this case, atmosphere data for Europe produces a
set with 214 datasets.



and have at least ® ve years of experience in using them.

All, except one, stated that they regularly use internet/

database searching tools.

2.4. Materials

The materials include a form ® ll-in interface for
querying a ® lm database (including 500 ® lms), a query

preview panel for the same database, a set of tasks to be

performed by the subjects, a subject background survey

and a subjective user preference questionnaire.

2.4.1. Form ® ll-in interface: The form ® ll-in interface

(® gure 4) is used to perform queries on a ® lm database.
There are 10 attributes for a ® lm in the sample database:

category (horror, action, comedy, etc.), award winner

(yes or no), rating (R, PG-13, PG and G), year of

production, length, popularity, lead actress, director,

lead actor and title. The output of a query is a list of
® lms matching the speci® cations of the query. Vertical

and horizontal scroll-bars can be used for scanning the

list.

2.4.2. Query preview: In the query preview panel
(® gure 5) users select values for three attributes of

the database: the category (horror, action, comedy,

etc.), whether the ® lm won an award or not, and the

rating (R, PG-13, PG and G). Multiple selections are

available for each of these attributes. The number of

® lms for each attribute value is shown on a separate
preview bar. Each preview bar consists of a frame

and an internal rectangle (gauge). The length of the

frame is proportional to the number of ® lms in the

database that match this speci® c value of the

corresponding attribute. The length of the gauge is
proportional to the portion of the ® lms that match

the query speci® ed (the number of matches appears

to the left of the bar). Users formulate queries by

selecting the attribute values. As each value is

selected, the preview bars of the other attributes
adjust to re¯ ect the number of ® lms available for

those speci® c values (this is called tight coupling).

For example, users might be interested only in ® lms

that won awards. By selecting `Award Winners’ , the

gauges of the preview bars of the selected categories

and ratings change immediately to re¯ ect only ® lms
with awards. The query preview bar at the bottom of

the screen changes its length to illustrate the total

number of ® lms that match the current conditions.

When the `Re® ne’ button is pressed, the query

preview submits the speci® ed partial query to the
search engine and all the data about ® lms that satisfy

the query are downloaded for the query re® nement

phase. The query preview is closed and the form ® ll-

in interface is loaded to re® ne the query (displaying

initially all the ® lms selected in the query preview

phase in the result box).
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Figure 4. The form ® ll-in interface used in the study. The
rectangle on the right bottom corner is used for displaying the
result list to a query. The list of ® elds allows users to enter
values for the attributes of the database. The three attributes
on the left side are the ones that are also available in the query
preview.

Figure 5. The query preview used in the study. The toggles
on the left are used to choose attribute values to form the
query. The counts and bars show the distribution of the result
set for the query corresponding to the current settings of the
toggles. The larger bar at the bottom shows the total number
of hits, here 168.



2.4.3. Tasks: The tasks given to the subjects were to

® nd a ® lm or a list of ® lms in the database satisfying the

constraints that were provided. Three types of task were

used for this purpose.

· T1: a clearly speci® ed task in which none of the

query preview attributes is relevant for the task,

e.g. `Find the latest ® lm by Alfred Hitchcock’
(known-item search). For that type of task, users

can typically ® nd the answer by submitting a single

form ® ll-in query. The query preview has no

advantage and its attributes are not relevant to

the query.

· T2: desired ® lms are vaguely speci® ed. In this type

of task, some of the query preview attributes are
relevant, e.g. `Find a PG-13 musical which was

produced between years 1990 and 1995, if no such

® lm is available, ® nd a war ® lm from the same

years with the same rating, if not, try a musical or a

war ® lm from 1970 ± 1990, and as the last
possibility, try a comedy from 1970 ± 1995’ . This

type of tasks is typical when users have a complex

set of acceptable results, with some preferences. To

perform such a search in the form ® ll-in interface

users must issue several queries, i.e. when the
preferred choice is not available in the data. In the

query preview, users can get some insight about

what is available in the database and what is not

and hence can make more informed queries.

However, since not all the attributes of the query

speci® cation appear in the query preview interface,
the form ® ll-in interface is required to re® ne the

query.

· T3: formed in a similar way to T2. A series of

preferences for ® lms are speci® ed. In this case

however, the query preview attributes are fully
relevant to the task speci® cations. Example:

`Find at least 30 ® lms of the same category

which are R rated and have no awards’ (for

example, in order to organize a ® lm festival or

make a collection). In the form ® ll-in interface
this task requires several queries to examine the

number and rating of ® lms in each category. The

query preview on the other hand, gives an

immediate picture of the relevant categories.

The form ® ll-in interface is required only to get

an explicit list of the ® lms.

For each of the above task types, six examples were

prepared (18 tasks in total).

2.4.4. Subject background survey and preference ques-
tionnaire: The survey included eight questions that

ascertained the experience level of the subjects with

computers and with search engines. A preference

questionnaire was also prepared. The subjective user

preference questionnaire included six questions that

aimed to ® nd out which of the two interfaces (a
form ® ll-in with or without a query preview) the

subjects preferred and what their attitudes were

toward adding query previews to the querying

interface.

2.5. The user study design

The study used a within subject counter-balanced

design with 12 subjects. Each subject was tested on both

of the interfaces, but the order of the interfaces was
reversed for half of the users. A parallel set of tasks

(similar but not the same set of tasks) was used on the

second interface to reduce the chance of performance

improvement. Each set of tasks included the three types

of tasks (T1, T2, T3), with three tasks for each of these
types. The order of the task types within a task set was

also reversed (each of the six permutations was used

twice). The order of the tasks within each task type was

® xed.

2.6. Procedure and administration

The subjects signed a consent form, ® lled out a

background survey, received a brief demo of the

form ® llin interface and the query preview, and a 10
minute training session in which they used the two

interfaces (with similar but not same tasks to the

actual tasks that were used). During the study each

subject performed 18 tasks (nine in each of the

interfaces). At the end of the study the subjects ® lled
in the preference questionnaire. The study took 50 ±

60 minutes including the training and the question-

naires.

Two administrators were present. One administered

the study, performed the demo, presented the tasks
and measured the task execution times. The other

administrator recorded notes about the way subjects

coped with the tasks and about problems that may

occur during the study and veri® ed the procedures

that were followed. The time that the subjects spent in

using each of the interfaces was recorded: successful
completion time of a task. These completion times did

not include program startup times. The clock was

started after the subjects read the question and the

user-interfaces became available on the computer

screen. When the subjects found the answer for the
query and showed the result to the administrator, the

clock was stopped.
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3. Results

3.1. Time for completing the tasks

Figure 6 summarizes the times for completing each of

the task types for our subjects (clearly speci® edÐ T1,

unclearly speci® ed and partially relevantÐ T2, unclearly

speci® ed and fully relevantÐ T3) for each of the user
interfaces (with and without a preview). For T1 tasks the

user interface with the query preview yielded slower

performance than the user interface without a query

preview (t(35) = 2.44, p < 0.05). For T2 and T3 tasks the

interface with the query preview yielded faster perfor-

mance than the interface without a query preview
(t(35) = 8.77, p < 0.05 and t(35) = 14.70, p < 0.05, re-

spectively). The statistical analysis used one-tailed

paired two-sample t-test for means. Each task is

considered separately leading to degrees of freedom of

35.

3.2. Subjective satisfaction

The subjects answered six questions about their
preferences on a 1 to 9 scale (with higher numbers

indicating stronger preferences). The ® rst question

examined the general preference of subjects for using

a form ® ll-in interface with or without a query preview

(® gures 7a and 7b). The results showed a statistically

signi® cance diVerence (t(11) = 2.82, p < 0.05) for the
interface with a query preview over the interface

without a query preview. The rest of the questions

asked what the subjects thought about the user

interfaces. The results (average scores, standard devia-

tions, minimums, and maximums) appear in detail in
® gure 8. The scores for all of the questions were

statistically signi® cantly above the mid-point scale

value of 5.0 (t(11) = 3.86, 6.20, 7.71, 2.24 and 2.58

respectively, p < 0.05).

4. Discussion

The ® ndings support the hypothesis that for

unclearly speci® ed tasks, the interface with a query

preview yields better performance times than the

interface without a query preview. For both types of

the unclearly speci® ed tasks the improvement in
performance was signi® cant (at the level of 0.05): 1.6

times faster for T2 tasks and 2.1 times faster for T3

tasks. For the clearly speci® ed tasks (T1), as expected,

the form ® ll-in only interface performed slightly

better.
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Figure 6. Average task completion times for T1, T2 and T3 (the rectangles show the standard deviations and the vertical lines
indicate the ranges).

Figure 7. The subjective user preference question that was
used in the study (a). The subjective user preference results for
the 12 users (b).



4.1. Clearly speci® ed tasks (T1)

As expected, users of the form ® ll-in interface for
clearly speci® ed tasks performed more rapidly since they

were able to ® nd the answer by submitting a single form

® ll-in query. The query preview had no advantage and

its attributes were not relevant to the query. Users

performed simple known-item searches. However, users
of the interface with the query preview performed only

slightly worse (10% slower). The users spent 2 ± 3

seconds in the query preview, identi® ed that its

attributes are not relevant or needed for the task and

continued to the re® nement phase.

4.2. Unclearly speci® ed tasks, with partial relevance of

the query preview attributes (T2)

Although not all the attributes of the task
speci® cation could be speci® ed using the query

preview, the insight gained from the query preview

enabled users to eliminate some potential zero hit

queries in advance, concentrating, in the re® nement

phase, on a much smaller set of possible queries. The
query preview enabled the users to reduce the search

space signi® cantly so that they could ® nd the answer

more quickly.

4.3. Unclearly speci® ed tasks, with full relevance of the
query preview attributes (T3)

For unclearly speci® ed tasks with full relevance of the

query preview attributes, the full power of the query

preview was used. The query preview enabled the users
to see immediately which of the possible queries should

be submitted. The users loaded the re® nement phase

only for submitting the query and viewing the results.

The users performed the re® nement phase with a high

con® dence that they would get the expected results. On
the other hand, in the user interface without a query

preview, the users had no clue about which of the

possible queries will give the expected results. They had

to try several possible queries until they got a

satisfactory answer. Although the response time for
each such query was immediate, the time for ® nding and

® lling in the right speci® cations of each query caused the

signi® cant diVerences in performance (even more than

T2’s).

4.4. Performance improvement

The results show that for diVerent types of tasks the

query preview achieves diVerent rates of performance

improvement in comparison with the traditional form
® llin interface (from 0.1 times slower in T1 to 2.1 times

faster in T3). The performance improvement depends on

several parameters. One parameter is the clarity of the

task speci® cations. In clearly speci® ed tasks there is

almost no potential for improvement. Another impor-
tant parameter is the relevance of the query preview

attributes to the task. Two additional parameters are the

signi® cance of the query preview attributes in pruning

the search space and the resolution of the attribute

values. For example, if rating R is used and almost all

the ® lms in the database are of rating R, this attribute,
although relevant, has insigni® cant contribution to the

performance improvement. When numeric attributes

such as year of production or length of the ® lm are

presented in a query preview, the possible values for

these attributes are presented using some pre-de® ned
resolution (for example, a 10-year resolution). Tasks

that require higher resolution for an attribute than the
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Figure 8. The rest of the subjective user preference questionnaire results for the interface with the query preview.

Higher numbers indicate higher satisfaction for using the query preview.



one provided in the query preview will gain less bene® t

from the query preview.

In the study, the query preview yielded more

performance improvement for T3 tasks (full relevance
of the query preview attributes) than for T2 tasks

(partial relevance of the query preview attributes). This

result might support the assumption that better rele-

vance of the query preview attributes to the task yields
more performance improvement.

4.5. Learning to use a query preview

It was found that it was easy for users, with experience

in querying a database using the form ® ll-in interface, to
learn the query preview interface and take advantage of

the information it supplies. However, some of the users,

during training and, in a few cases, during the study,

continued with the re® nement phase immediately,

skipping the examination of some of the relevant
attributes. This happened when not all the task

attributes could be found in the query preview. For

example, when performing a task with conditions on

rating (in the query preview), year (not in the query

preview) and category (in the query preview), the fact
that the year could not be speci® ed in the query preview

caused some of the subjects continue to the re® nement

stage without examining the information for the

category attribute.

4.6. Subjective satisfaction

The users preferred the interface with the query

preview, to the interface without it. They stated that the

query preview was helpful, enabling them to search faster,
and learn more about the database (scores for these

questions were statistically signi® cantly above the mid-

point value). It is thought that this subjective satisfaction

comes not only from the improvement in performance

time which is experienced by the subjects but also from
gaining better control in performing the tasks.

The suggested improvements related to the user

interfaces are: supplying a way to clear a group of

related check boxes in one step, or easily resetting or

setting all of them, a more immediate refresh operation

on the preview bars for visual accuracy when changing
the attribute values of the query preview panel. The

signi® cant preference that subjects showed for including

query previews in search engines they currently use (in

addition to the objective performance improvement for

two of the task types), encourages further eVorts in
understanding, re® ning and developing query preview

interfaces.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Impact for practitioners

This user study shows that query previews are power-

ful tools for exploring databases. Query previews give

insight about the database that is being searched and

guide users throughout the query formulation process.
Tasks that have unclear de® nitions generally lead to

longer task completion times in form ® ll-in interfaces.

Query previews are very useful in these situations. The

bene® ts obtained depend highly on the relevance of the

query attributes to the attributes used in the preview.

The costs introduced by the preview are negligible with

respect to the bene® ts (e.g. short delays in query preview
load time, implementation costs, and extra training for

the preview interface).

It was observed that tasks that have a clear de® nition

(regardless of the relevance of the tasks to the query

preview) were easily executable on a regular form ® llin
interface. Query previews were not needed in these

situations and, as anticipated, they introduced small

delays. On the other hand, delays that were introduced by

the query preview panel did not seem to annoy the users

(due to the fact that they were relatively short delays).
With typical delays in networked environments,

greater bene® ts from a query preview than the ones

observed in this study were expected. Besides, as the size

of online databases get larger, we think that the bene® ts

of query previews will be more appreciated by the users.

Most of the users preferred the query preview. This is
probably due to the fact that users gain greater control

and insight about the database while using a preview.

Viewing the data distribution over the whole space of

records was very helpful for the users. The immediate

feedback that was given to users was also found to be
very useful. However, relevance of the preview attributes

to the most commonly used attributes should be high to

maximize these bene® ts.

5.2. Suggestions for researchers

Future studies could explore the following.

· The eVect of network delays.

· The bene® ts of query previews in conjunction with
menus or visual interfaces.

· Other task types (with more varied relevance

levels).

· A variety of users (novices, experts, etc).

· The de® nition of a concrete measure of clearness
and relevance of the preview attributes to the

query.
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5.3. Conclusions

This study is the ® rst user study on query previews.

Recent work with the Global Change Master Directory
suggests that query previews are feasible in operational

networked systems. Query previews are not proposed as

a useful technique for all query interfaces and types of

tasks but this ® rst study con® rms that the bene® ts of
query previews exist for several tasks, even in non-

networked environments. The study shows that task

types play a critical role in performance improvements.

A categorization of tasks for exploring with query

previews was introduced (clear vs unclear, relevant vs

irrelevant) but more precise measures for clearness and

relevance might be useful in future studies. Future
research should investigate other aspects of query

previews such as a quanti® cation of the network access

reduction and a better understanding of the bene® ts of

the query previews on the incidental user knowledge of

the database contents.
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